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Increasing use of the term “polycrisis”



What is a global polycrisis?

“Any combination of three or more 
interacting systemic risks with the 
potential to cause a cascading, 
runaway failure of Earth’s natural and 
social systems that irreversibly and 
catastrophically degrades humanity’s 
prospects” (Janzwood and Homer-
Dixon, 2022).”





Presentation Structure

The definition of global polycrisis 
highlights the relationship between three 
phenomena: 

PART I: Interacting systemic risks
PART II: Social and environmental 
collapse
PART III: Existential risk and recovery



PART I: 
Interacting 

Systemic Risks



Properties 
of Systemic 

Risk



Global 
Crisis 

Model

Pressures: Structural conditions that build up slowly 
(amenable to prediction)

Triggers: Sudden releasing events which precede social or 
geological eruption (hard to predict, but often caused by 
pressures)



Example of 
Global 
Crisis 

Model



United Nations Disaster Risk Reduction



Climate change risk assessment



Surveys on risk perception



Today’s global polycrisis



POTENTIAL UNRAVELING OF CIVILIZATION
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Extinction

Impact on 
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Services
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loss of personal security
terrorism civil conflict

disintegration of law and order
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energy and resource intensive



PART II: 
Social and Environmental Collapse
(the other side of growth)



The end of 
exponential 
growth, the 
beginning of 
protracted 
breakdown 

and collapse



The global 
economy is in a 

phase of 
secular 

stagnation

















Overshoot



Peak 
resources



Energy 
descent



PART III: 
Existential 
Risk and 
Recovery



Civilizational Trajectories





Tipping Points and Critical Transitions



“Hot House 
Earth Scenario” 
kicks in between 
1.5-2°C



Global Warming 
by 2100

Very likely [5-95%]: 
2.3 - 4.7°C

Likely [17-83%]: 
2.6 - 3.9°C, 

3.1°C median (1)

https://climateextremes.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/WCRP_ECS_Final_manuscript_2019RG000678R_FINAL_200720.pdf


Governments, 
Defense 

Departments, 
insurance 

agencies, and 
private investors 

are already 
developing 
adaptation, 

investment, and 
security plans for 

a 3°C world.







We need a 
systemic 
transformation on 
a democratic 
basis, otherwise 
the transition will 
be unjust.



Everyone’s
universal basic
needs are met 

within 
sustainable 

environmental 
limits

We want to get here





Essential Requirements

Meet 
Universal 

Basic 
Needs

DegrowthDrawdown



Drawdown

Carbon emissions must 
decline 7% per year for 30 

years to stabilize the climate 
at 1.5 °C. Emissions declined 
by 6.4% in 2020 due to the 

pandemic.



Degrowth

High consuming countries 
need to reduce GDPpc 4x at a 
yearly pace of -3% until 2050, 
while the Global South 
increases GDPpc 3x. Some 
countries currently in the 
convergence range display 
levels close to the UN ‘high 
development’ threshold 
(greater or equal to .8 HDI).



Meet Universal 
Basic Needs

If we are successful at 
drawdown and degrowth, 

we can reduce global 
energy consumption in 

2050 to the levels of the 
1960s, and still provide 

decent material livings to 
the entire global 

population. We must lower 
the ceiling and raise the 

floor.



WHAT DOES THIS SOCIETY LOOK LIKE?



Cosmolocalism

Commons can decrease 
matter-energy throughput by 
up to 80%. By sharing IP, the 
marginal costs of production 
decreases and production re-
localizes as supply and 
distribution chains shorten.
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